
One day, an old man was walking along a beach that was littered with 
thousands of starfish that had been washed ashore by the high tide. As he 
walked he came upon a young boy who was eagerly throwing the starfish 

back into the ocean, one by one.

Puzzled, the man looked at the boy and asked what he was doing. Without 
looking up from his task, the boy simply replied, “I’m saving these starfish, Sir”.

The old man chuckled aloud, “Son, there are thousands of starfish and only one of 
you. What difference can you make?”

The boy picked up a starfish, gently tossed it into the water and turning to the 
man, said, “I made a difference to that one!” 

During August 2017, RBA Board Members Elizabeth Hartung, Amanda Yanez, 
and PJ Buglewicz named Cholponai Sharshekeeva as the recipient of its 2017 
Starfish Award.  RBA is dedicated to helping young people reach their personal 
goals for their own country. We encourage them to find and address needs in and 
around their communities. Cholponai did just that. She saw the need for 
beginning English classes in her community. 

In Central Asia, those who can speak English are going to get the best jobs. They  
are the ones that will be chosen for the opportunities to study in other countries. 
The English speakers are given more opportunities than others. Cholponai has 

excellent English skills and decided that she could do something to help others. She opened up a beginning English class at 
the development center partnered with 
RBA. Her English class was a huge 
success and her students speak very 
highly of her. In fact, a number of her 
students even attended the summer 
conference that our board members 
were teaching at. Cholponai is a 
perfect example of a servant to others 
in her community. RBA is proud to 
recognize her as our Starfish Award 
winner for 2017.
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RBA Awards Second Annual Starfish Award

Cholponai Sharshekeeva is honored with the 2017 
Starfish Award for launching and leading a beginning 
English Language class in partnership with RBA.

RBA Board Members Elizabeth Hartung, Amanda 
Yanez, and PJ Buglewicz present Cholponai 
Sharshekeevach with the 2017 Starfish Award.



About Rivers and Bridges Arizona

RBA is an Arizona non-profit corporation with 501(c)(3) tax exempt status.  This new organization was founded in 2014. Several 
members and associates of RBA have made trips to Central Asia and worked with in-country programs. RBA organizes and manages 
Camp Arizona, an annual conference and workshop in Tucson.  Held in the first quarter of the year, Camp Arizona brings together 
people from Central Asia and Tucson.
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Multiple people have long expressed an interest in what can be done to 
enhance medical care in Central Asia.  While the initial interest was quite 
naturally from medical doctors, that interest has expanded to teachers 

and other people interested in both urban and rural areas of the country.  RBA just 
completed a medical workshop in Oro Valley AZ that was held October 21st 
through November 2nd.   There were a mix of five people; a doctor, teachers and 
community activists that attended the conference with the plan to bring this 
training back to Kyrgyzstan. 

The workshop include six days of internship at the Z Mansion with hands-on 
experience with novel techniques currently in use for homeless people.  This 
innovative program focuses on the practice and techniques of medicine 
that do not require modern equipment and techniques.  For example, rather 
than look for broken bones with x-ray images, tests are done with a tuning fork 
and stethoscope.  Many of the techniques used are reminiscent of medicine as 
practiced in the US 100 years ago when Doctors came to a patient’s house and 
treated them there.  The application of techniques such as these in Kyrgyzstan is 
potentially life-saving.   The response times to a 911 call that we enjoy in the US 
simply do not exist in country.  Empowering people to diagnose and provide aide 
holds enormous promise.

Following the six days of hands-on internship and training at the Z mansion was

Medical Workshop Plans
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three days (October 30th through November 1st) that focused 
on classroom work on related topics.  On the afternoon of 
October 31st, we held a session where Central Asian 
representatives worked on a plan for how to transfer these 
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techniques to their country.  This results in this workshop being 
a place to train people who can return to country and train 
others.  Now that the medical conference is complete here, the 
team has been meeting weekly to develop phase two of this 
project that we hope will be implemented in late 2018.

Mental Health Training

An RBA board member learned of a need for Mental Health training for one of the 
doctors.  This member is a trainer for Mental Health First Aid.  Through Skype this 
training was given to the doctor and a few other participates. This doctor 

also volunteers with the Peace Corps volunteers there.  During the year two of the cases 
she was asked to step in on were individuals suffering from depression and suicidality.  
Due to the training she received, the doctor was able to treat both of these patients.  
Both patients needed transport home by air flight due to the acuity of the symptoms.  This 
doctor feels without the training, which is not offered there, she would not have been 
help to them.  The Peace Corps then asked the doctor to give training to fellow doctors 
in the region on suicide assessments. 

Next RBA Golf Fundraiser: April 28, 2018

The second annual golf fundraiser for RBA and Camp 
Arizona was an unqualified success.  We had approxi-
mately 72 golfers filled the Dorado Country club.  At 8 

AM on October 29th we held a 4-person best ball scramble.  
Following the golf we had a meal of Dickey’s BBQ and gave 
away lots of prizes with a raffle.  It was a great time, so much 
so, that we plan to do it again.

Our third annual golf fundraiser will be hold at The 

Golf Club at Vistoso in Oro Valley AZ.  The Dorado 
Country club has served us well for two years, but 
we are excited about the change to the Golf Club at 

Vistoso.  This course is a par 72 Tom Weiskopf design in the 
desert with spectacular mountain views and beautiful desert 
surroundings.  (http://www.vistosogc.com/) 

We plan to have at least 100 golfers this year to enjoy a re-
ally good round of golf on a lovely course, and then have a 
burger lunch and give aways and raffles again.  Mark your 
calendars and make plans to join us on April 28, 2018.




